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In this ISSUE

USING GIS AND GOOGLE EARTH TO REPORT
FLOOD DAMAGE TO FEMA
Utilizing key tools to save time and money during flood season.

BUILDING SAFER ROUTES TO SCHOOL &
ROAD DIETS
Building a safer route to school by improving road conditions
and utilizing road diets to improve flow of traffic.

THE SHORT SPAN STEEL BRIDGE ALLIANCE
(SSSBA) WORKSHOP
Mark your calendars for November 20th in Columbia for the
SSSBA workshop at the Courtyard Marriott.

WHAT IS NEW AT LTAP?
This summer the MO LTAP Scholars Committee meeting met
in Jefferson City and Missouri Pavement Managers Group was
recently formed to bring together professionals in the industry.

What is new with

OPEN YOUR WINTER TOOLBOX
Training snowplow drivers to be prepared for the winter and
how/when we need to train them.

HOW TO TALK TO SOMEONE SIGNIFICANTLY
OLDER OR MORE EXPERIENCED THAN YOU ARE
Steps on how to talk to someone older than you in the
workplace and understanding the other side of the issue.

The Local Technical Assistance Program (LTAP) and Tribal Technical
Assistance Program (TTAP) are composed of a network of 58 Centers
– one in every state, Puerto Rico and regional Centers serving tribal
governments. The LTAP/TTAP Centers enable local counties, parishes,
townships, cities and towns to improve their roads and bridges by
supplying them with a variety of training programs, an information
clearinghouse, new and existing technology updates, personalized
technical assistance and newsletters.
Through these core services, Centers provide access to training and
information that may not have otherwise been accessible. Centers are
able to provide local road departments with workforce development
services; resources to enhance safety and security; solutions to
environmental, congestion, capacity and other issues; technical
publications; and training videos and materials.
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Missouri LTAP Quarterly is published by the Missouri LTAP office
located on the campus of Missouri University of Science and
Technology. The opinions, findings and recommendations expressed
in this newsletter are not necessarily those of Missouri S&T, MoDOT
or the Federal Highway Administration.

LETTER FROM THE DIRECTOR

Hello everyone!

I hope everyone had a wonderful summer minus the extreme heat
and humidity. Hopefully some relief will be headed our way as
fall quickly approaches. We are preparing for fall by finalizing our
training schedule. It is always one of our busiest times of the year
for training. We are in the final stages of confirming the locations of
all fall classes and should have the schedule posted by the time this
newsletter goes to print. Of course if you do not see a particular
class scheduled in your area that interests you, please contact
us at the MO LTAP office. Your agency can host a class for your
employees only. We ask for a minimum of 20 people. If you have
a smaller group, we will be happy to coordinate with surrounding agencies to fill the class.
Many agencies appreciate being able to request classes that are specific to the needs of
their employees.

Missouri LTAP Staff
Heath Pickerill
Director
Kristi Barr
Program Coordinator
Doreen Harkins
Administrative Assistant
Shelby O'Keefe
Graphic Designer

Missouri LTAP Advisory Committee
Larry Benz, Director
Cole County Public Works
Patrick Bonnot, Loss Control and
Member Services Director, MIRMA

In addition to planning for the fall schedule, the MO LTAP staff spent time over the summer
reformatting the training materials so all slide presentations and handouts will have a
consistent look. We have incorporated the new MO LTAP logo, as well as a uniform color
palette. We also held a MO LTAP Scholars Program on July 27 to inform the committee of
program growth and discuss possible modifications to Level III. Please see the related article
on page 11 for a summary of the discussion. At the time of the meeting, we had 269 Level I
graduates and 22 Level II graduates. I had the opportunity to recognize 20 Level I graduates
with the City of Springfield Public Works on July 5. Added to the 20 graduates they had
complete the program last spring, they moved to second on the list behind Boone County
Public Works for the most number of Scholar graduates. Later on the evening of July 5, I
attended a council meeting at the City of Neosho where John Harrington was recognized
for completing Level I and II. John showed true motivation as he completed both levels in
one year. Missouri LTAP wishes to congratulate all of these graduates as well as thank their
agencies for supporting the program.

Greg Budd, Program Management
Team Leader

I also attended the National LTAP/TTAP Conference this summer held July 18-21 in
Madison, WI. The conference allowed me to network with other LTAP centers and attend
sessions relevant to training and assisting local agencies. Some of the topics included
mindful leadership, local road safety plans, and safety research with local applications. There
was even a session on unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs), often referred to as drones. They
are starting to be used by transportation professionals within agencies at the state, county,
and municipal level. They are being used to inspect hard to reach facilities like bridges and
storm water outfalls and obtain reconnaissance of traffic crashes and natural disasters as well
as many other uses.

Bonnie Prigge, Executive Director
Meramec Regional Planning Commission

As fall approaches, so too does the conference season. We will be attending several
throughout the state to promote our training, services, and partnerships. Some of these
include the Missouri Municipal League (MML) and the MINK conferences in September,
the MACTO Conference in October, the Fall Missouri Chapter APWA Conference in early
November, and the Missouri Association of Counties (MAC) Conference in late November.
See the advertisements on page 15 for exact dates and locations for all upcoming
conferences. They are an excellent opportunity to gain new knowledge, share ideas, and
network with other agencies. We hope to see you at some of these. Please contact the
MO LTAP office if you need more information on any of the conferences. As always, we
appreciate the support of all of the local agencies around the state and welcome answering
your questions. I hope it is a productive and enjoyable fall for everyone.
Best wishes,

Tony DeLong, County Council Coordinator
University of Missouri Extension
Batina Dodge, Scotland County Clerk
Mike Geisel, City Administrator, City of
Chesterfield
Dan Hausman, Commissioner
Buchanan County
Dan Jessen, Street Operations Supervisor
City of Springfield Public Works
Sean McGonigle, Risk Manager
Missouri Association of Counties
John P. Miller, Traffic Safety Engineer
MoDOT

Dan Ross, Executive Director
Missouri Municipal League
Greg Sager, Director
Platte County Public Works
Bill Stone, Research Administrator, MoDOT
Wes Theissen, Business Developer BFA, Inc.
Marc Thornsberry, Safety & Mobility
Engineer, FHWA Missouri Division
Kenny Voss, Local Programs Administrator
MoDOT
Randy White, Executive Director
Pioneer Trails Regional Planning Commission
Skip Wilson, Senior Engineering Technician
PSBA, Inc.

Missouri Ambassadors
Northwest - Darby Logan
Northeast - Ronald Watts
Kansas City - Marsela Ward
Central - Jenni Jones
St. Louis - Russell Klein
Southeast - Elquin Auala

Heath Pickerill
Director, Missouri LTAP

Southwest - Chad Zickefoose,
Julie Zibert
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Using GIS and Google Earth to
JOHN REMMERT IS A SELF-DESCRIBED “OLD GUY.”
A few years ago he would not have imagined himself using
a GIS system to track road work, maintenance-related
receipts and other road and bridge documentation. But
seeing geo-referencing and Google Earth in action, and
using it himself, has changed all that. He’s a convert.
Remmert is saving the county a lot of time and money as
a result.
When we asked Remmert to describe how these
technologies are benefiting his county, he said “Wow...
where to start?” He said what really brought home
the power of GIS, though, was using it to organize
documentation for flood remediation in 2013.
CHALLENGE: MANAGING AND TRACKING PAPERWORK
After a period of particularly heavy rains and subsequent
flooding, the county qualified for FEMA funds for
clearing debris and repairing damage to roads, bridges
and culverts. Remmert said FEMA is very careful
about reimbursing expenses and requires substantial
documentation, which FEMA also audits. Required
documentation for each location runs the gamut from
multiple photographs taken at different times, to invoices
to time sheets. The “paper trail” must show that the
damage was caused by the flood and that the repairs were
actually made.
Barton County had 50 different damaged locations, and
staff needed to provide documentation for each of them. If
they had submitted hard copies to FEMA, they would have
“killed a forest,” said Remmert.
SOLUTION: GEO-REFERENCE ALL THE DOCUMENTS
AND CREATE A VIRTUAL FILING CABINET
Instead, they used a computer to file, organize, and
report geo-referenced documents. The county scanned,
created or received all kinds of documents related
to the repairs (showing conditions before and after
flooding, and during and after repair) and “filed” them
electronically by the lat-long coordinates of the site.
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Then they could pull up a damaged site in Google Earth
and see the physical location and all the files for that
location, each of which could be clicked on to see a
pop-up window with more detail.
For example, when looking in Google Earth at the location
of a damaged culvert that needed replacement and debris
cleanup at NE 70, NE 30 Road, the names of picture files
could be seen for the structure six months before the
flood, the crew cleaning debris at the location, and after
clean-up. You would also see invoice files for crane rental
and the new culvert, a photo of the crane working at the
site, and a photo of the finished work.
To start creating the documentation, county
personnel took photographs of each damaged location
with a digital camera that also recorded its GIS
coordinates. The photographs showed debris piled up,
roads washed out, and structural damage. “When we
dropped [the photos] into Google Earth, we could take
a tour of the flood-damaged areas without getting into
a truck,” Remmert said.
Staff took photographs of the repair work under way, as
well. If a crane was rented to set a new culvert, they took
a picture of the crane working at the job site. That came in
handy when FEMA did their audit, and they could match
it up against the invoice for the crane, which was also
scanned and geo-coded to the location.
When crews did work orders, Remmert tracked those and
then marked locations that had been remediated.
When the work was completed, the county photographed
the location one last time, to document “after” conditions.
Barton County had a lucky break in pulling together their
“before” documentation due to the fact that, six months
before, Kirkham and Michael had done a bridge survey
of 50 percent of their bridges, and the survey included
taking geo-located photos. This provided the County
with electronic images of those bridges before they were
damaged by the flood.

Report Flood Damage to FEMA
The documentation came in handy for bridges on the
federal aid system (FAS) too, Remmert said. “FEMA won’t
pay for FAS bridges but we use the same documentation
to submit to the state to get those fixed as well.”
Barton County kept records for a township that sustained
damages too. “It was really quite easy,” Remmert said,
“and we’re a lot better set up for that kind of thing than
the township.”

"When we dropped [the photos] into
Google Earth, we could take a tour of
the flood damaged areas without getting
into a truck,” Remmert said.
BENEFITS OF GEO-REFERENCING FILES
“The time savings are phenomenal,” Remmert said. “Think
about the filing aspect. You might have the documents for
a structure in several locations—an electronic photo in one
place, a hard copy photo in another, the plans in another.
Then you start adding in the documentation for repairs
the hard copy invoices for structures, materials, cranes,
more pictures... you could end up with 35 documents per
location, when all is said and done.”
Road and bridge documents can be filed any number of
ways... by street number, 911 location, township location,
bridge inventory number, etc., Remmert said. “Geo-coding
the documents eliminates the guesswork and looking
around. It’s all in one place by lat-long. It took me longer
to photocopy time sheets than to assemble all the rest of
the documents,” he said. “We could have scanned those,
too, but we learned at a conference that FEMA prefers to
see copies of the originals.”
FEMA AUDIT AND REACTION
Remmert said FEMA wanted to monitor 10 percent of
Barton County’s sites as part of a routine audit. A “site”
for FEMA might be 3-4 locations in an area or along a

particular road. The County’s Google Earth formatting
benefited the FEMA audit process because FEMA is
also Google Earth-based. When the auditor asked for
supporting documentation, Remmert downloaded
the spreadsheet of damages and the GIS-located
documentation onto a zip drive which the auditor was able
to open and use. The auditors didn’t have to look for an
invoice to tie to a site; they just clicked on a site pop-up.
FEMA has three categories for reimbursement: cleanup,
remediation and emergency call out. Each could be
separated out.
At the FEMA close-out meeting, Remmert heard the state
FEMA director tell a national FEMA rep who asked about
documentation: “You have no idea how well this guy has
this documented.” That was nice to hear, Remmert said,
especially because using GIS had been, until recently, “a
real stretch of technology for this old guy.”
For more information, contact John Remmert at (620) 7931816 or highwaydept@bartoncounty.org.
Reprinted with permission from the Winter 2015 issue of the
Kansas LTAP Newsletter, a publication of the Kansas Local
Technical Assistance Program (LTAP) at the Kansas University
Transportation Center.

WANT TO KNOW MORE?
LTAP OFFERS TRAINING!
1. RESPONDING TO FLOODS, TORNADOES,
AND OTHER NATURAL DISASTERS
2. PREPARING FOR FLOODS, TORNADOES,
AND OTHER NATURAL DISASTERS
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BUILDING SAFER
ROUTES TO SCHOOL
EVERY DAY, children and their parents walk or ride

their bicycles to school. However, busy roads can mean
the difference between being able to walk or ride a bike to
school or needing to ride in a car.
Children face unique limitations when crossing roads.
Because of their small body size and developing minds,
they often have difficulty detecting and judging speed
and safe gaps in traffic. Speed management is key near
schools, parks, and other settings with large numbers of
children. Slower speeds give motorists more time to react.
Road Diets can improve roadway conditions near areas
children frequent, like schools and parks. In these
locations, safety can be drastically improved for motorists
by calming traffic and improving the line of sight for
children and drivers alike.
ROAD DIETS ARE A PROVEN SAFETY PRACTICE
Road Diets are a proven safety countermeasure that keep
traffic flowing while reducing crashes, reducing high-risk
speeding, and addressing safety concerns. Implementing
a Road Diet is an easy and cost effective way to manage
and improve mobility and accessibility for all users,
including pedestrians, bicyclists, and those using public
transportation. This is done by reconfiguring roadways
using pavement marking modifications.
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“Today more than ever, there is a need
to provide options that allow all children,
including those with disabilities, to walk
and bicycle to school safely.”
— National Center for Safe Routes to School

WHY GO ON A ROAD DIET?
Road Diets have the potential to improve safety,
convenience, and quality of life for all road users.
These are the most common benefits of Road Diets:
»» Increased safety / reduced collisions
»» Improved traffic flow
»» Improved mobility, connectivity, and access to
essential services

CASE STUDY: SANTA MONICA, CALIFORNIA –
OCEAN PARK BOULEVARD
The City of Santa Monica recently installed a Road Diet
on Ocean Park Boulevard with hopes of improving safety
for pedestrians and bicyclists, including school motorists,
in the area. Extending 1.1 miles, the Road Diet comprised
of restriping, bicycle lanes, and on-street parking. The
corridor is a transit route and carries approximately

LESS THAN 10,000 ADT
Great candidate for Road Diets in most instances.
Capacity will most likely not be affected.
10,000 – 15,000 ADT
Good candidate for Road Diets in many instances.
Agencies should conduct intersection analysis and
consider signal re-timing to determine any effect
on capacity.
15,000 – 20,000 ADT
Good candidate for Road Diets in some instances.
Agencies should conduct a corridor analysis. Capacity
may be affected at this volume depending on the
“before” condition.
GREATER THAN 20,000 ADT
Agencies should complete a feasibility study to determine
whether this is a good location for a Road Diet. There
are several examples across the country where Road
Diets have been successful with ADTs as high as 26,000.
Capacity may be affected at this volume.
23,000 vehicles per day. The speed limit on the corridor is
35 mph, with a school zone area of 25 mph when children
are present.
ADDRESSING SAFETY CONCERNS
The Will Rogers Elementary School, John Adams Middle
School, and recreational facilities are located near Ocean
Park Boulevard. With such a high volume of student activity
in this area, vehicles speeding and a recent increase in
crashes were a major cause for concern.

BEFORE

A four-lane undivided road operating as
a de facto three-lane cross section.

AFTER

A Road Diet providing a two-way leftturn lane.

FUNDING ROAD DIETS
A Road Diet can be a low-cost safety solution, particularly
in cases where only pavement marking modifications
are required to make the traffic control change. In other
cases, the Road Diet may be planned in conjunction with
reconstruction or simple overlay projects, and the change
in cross section allocation can be incorporated at no
additional cost.
Road Diets are typically eligible for Surface Transportation
Program (STP) Set-Aside, Highway Safety Improvement
Program (HSIP) or other Federal-aid funds such as any
remaining SAFETEA-LU SRST funds. Other funding sources
available vary widely from state and local sources,
including such sources as Safe Routes to School grants,
state DOT pedestrian and bicycle funds, and Federal
Transit Administration program grants.
GET MORE INFORMATION ABOUT ROAD DIETS:
www.safety.fhwa.Get more information about Road Diets:
dot.gov/road_diets

MYTH: ROAD DIETS MAKE
TRAFFIC WORSE

A common misconception is that reducing the number of
through lanes by installing a Road Diet will cause traffic to
become more congested. However, when applied correctly
in the right locations, Road Diets can maintain a roadway’s
effective capacity. Several scenarios provided below bust
this myth.

BEFORE

AFTER

RESULTS
In the first 9 months following the reconfiguration, crash
data indicated there was a 65 percent reduction in
collisions— as compared to the same 9-month period in
the year prior to the Road Diet installation. Furthermore,
many people appreciated the improved conditions for
bicyclists and pedestrians. Read more online: Ocean Park
Blvd Road Diet.

A FOUR-LANE ROADWAY MAY ALREADY OPERATE LIKE
A THREE-LANE ROAD.
When a corridor contains a large number of access
points (driveways) the majority of through traffic will tend
to utilize the outside lanes to avoid being delayed by
left-turning vehicles slowing and stopping in the inside
lanes. These four-lane corridors essentially behave like a
three-lane road (one through lane in each direction and
one two-way left turn lane), so when they are converted
to a three-lane section they are unlikely to experience a
change in capacity.
MISSOURI LTAP NEWSLETTER
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ROAD DIETS CAN BE SUCCESSFUL FOR A BROAD
RANGE OF TRAFFIC VOLUMES.
FHWA and several other transportation agencies have
developed guidelines for selecting candidate Road Diet
locations to ensure that the effect on traffic operations
is minimized. These volume guidelines for four-lane
undivided roadways are summarized.
INTERSECTIONS MAY DETERMINE TRUE CAPACITY.
Often, signalized intersections are the most significant
constraint on roadway capacity. Converting four through
lanes to two through lanes makes it possible to install
dedicated turn lanes at the intersection. If the intersection
experiences a large number of turning vehicles, this design
can help reduce intersection delay. Alternative intersection
configurations, like roundabouts, can offer even more
opportunities for enhanced traffic operations.
LEVEL OF SERVICE (LOS) ISN’T JUST FOR MOTORISTS.
Maintaining a satisfactory LOS for motorists is important,
but people who walk or bike also appreciate efficient
road networks. Road Diets can improve travel conditions
for these users, too. In most cases, these travelers’ usage
is linked directly to perceived safety and comfort. When
these factors improve, non-motorized and transit usage
tend to increase. Factors that affect travelers’ perceptions
of safety and comfort and are improved by Road Diets
include:
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»

Reduced motor-vehicle speeds
Increased space and/or barriers between motorvehicle lanes and pedestrians and bicyclists
Shorter crossing length for pedestrians
Pedestrian refuge islands and dedicated bicycle
lanes at intersections
Safer and more comfortable access to transit stops

TRADING A LITTLE CAPACITY CAN BE WORTH IT.
It is important to consider the big picture when selecting
a Road Diet location. The countermeasure’s primary
objective is to improve safety for all roadway users.
Occasionally, this can require accepting a small decrease
in mobility to gain a large increase in safety. Additionally,
Road Diets can increase livability by creating a friendly
bicycle and pedestrian environment as well as encourage
economic growth by increasing property values and
attracting businesses.
Reprinted from Road Diet editions Building Safer Routes to
School and Myth: Road Diets Make Traffic Worse. Find these at:
safety.fhwa.dot.gov/road_diets
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Example of intersection with added turning movements.

The Short Span Steel Bridge
Alliance (SSSBA) Workshop
WHEN: NOVEMBER 30, 2016 I 9:00 A.M. – 3:00 P.M.
WHERE: THE COURTYARD MARRIOTT IN COLUMBIA

Space will be limited to the first 50 registrations. Please mark your
calendars and watch for upcoming registration information.
The workshop will provide practical information on the safe and costeffective design, detail, fabrication, and installation of short span steel
bridges (under 140 feet). It will include information on standardized
designs developed by the bridge industry with input from the National
Association of County Engineers (NACE) and the Federal Highway
Administration (FHWA) and cover the following topics:
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»

Introductions/Short Span Steel Bridge Overview
Case Studies
Innovative Designs
Coating Solutions
Continuous/Multi-span Bridge Options
Panel Discussion on Steel Bridge Design with Q & A Speakers
include:

»» Karl Barth, PhD, Samples Professor of Civil and Environmental
Engineering, West Virginia University
»» Michael Barker, PhD, Professor, College of Engineering and
Applied Sciences, University of Wyoming

SPONSORS INCLUDE

Howe Company, LLC I Bartlett & West I DeLongs, Inc. I Oden Enterprises, Inc.

THE MISSOURI PAVEMENT
MANAGERS GROUP

What is new 		
			with LTAP?

was recently formed to bring together professionals in the industry
such as city and county engineers, MoDOT personnel, researchers
and academics, contractors, suppliers, consultants, and other industry
representatives. The mission of the group is to explore and share ways
of extending the life of pavements throughout Missouri. The group’s
first meeting was held at Boone County Public Works on March 16. The
group recently met again on August 3 at the Missouri S&T campus. The
meeting was held in partnership with the Missouri LTAP program and
hosted approximately 60 attendees. Mr. Dan Haid, Boone County Public
Works, and Mr. Chris Yarnell, Engineering Surveys & Services, welcomed
everyone and gave a brief overview of why they, along with others
involved, wanted to form the group.
Mr. Seth Nelson with the City of Columbia spoke first on Columbia’s use
of the PASER rating tool as part of their plan for pavement management.
He also stressed the importance of preventive maintenance and
mentioned treatments and products they are using, which includes
new products being tested in a two-year pilot project. Then Mr. Todd
Miller, MoDOT Operations Management Group Pavement Preservation,
discussed MoDOT’s success with pavement management and
preservation through their Pavement Planning Tool. MoDOT’s mission in
pavement preservation is to support innovations, develop new methods,
and initiate best practices. Finally, Mr. Ron Bailey, City of Springfield
Public Works, discussed the concept of pavement preservation and
outlined Springfield’s study focusing on pavement conditions. He
explained that pavement preservation is about doing the right treatment
on the right road at the right time.
The meeting concluded with an engaging discussion on future plans
and the need for committee involvement in creating a website, hosting
an email Q & A, and planning future events. The group plans to meet
again in the fall as well as take part in events in both the St. Louis and
Kansas City areas. Please contact the LTAP office if you have an interest
in attending an upcoming meeting. We will send out details as they
become available. Missouri
LTAP is proud to be a partner,
and we look forward to assisting
with more upcoming events.
Questions about the Missouri
Pavement Managers Group can
be emailed to mpmg@mst.edu.
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THE MO LTAP SCHOLARS
PROGRAM COMMITTEE

recently met on July 27 in Jefferson City. An update of the program was
provided to members in addition to a discussion of key program topics.
At the time of the meeting, there were 269 Level II graduates and 22
Level II graduates. One of the key topics discussed was what types of
classes will keep Level II graduates engaged in the program. This led
to a lengthy discussion on the relevance of Level III. The current list of
Level III classes covers a variety of topics. This was by design when the
Scholars Program was first developed. The intent was to provide diverse
information that would be useful to a supervisor or someone aspiring
to move into a supervisory position. The hope was that a participant in
the Scholars Program would continue to progress through the levels in
order to increase their skills and knowledge in an effort to advance their
career into management. However, it is not always a realistic option
for each participant. Often an agency’s budget will not allow them to
send everyone to supervisory level training. For this reason, we have
had significantly smaller classes in Level III versus Levels I and II. This
has presented challenges in holding Level III classes throughout the
state. Because the class sizes are usually smaller, it is cost prohibitive to
schedule classes on a regular basis. Often Level III classes are offered
based on agency requests. In addition, it has been challenging to
develop supervisory level courses that appeal to a broad audience.
Some agencies have a need for specific topics on workforce supervision
while others prefer to focus on skills directly related to what their
employees do on a daily basis in their current jobs.
Based on these challenges, the committee discussed options for Level
III. One option is to eliminate the supervisory skills tract (Level III) and
combine the classes that we currently offer with Level II. These classes
include Coaching Your Workplace Team (using the DISC assessment
tool), Legal Hotspots of Supervision, Managing Your Human Resources,
and two new classes, Preparing for and Responding to Floods,
Tornadoes, & Other Natural Disasters. Another option is to keep Level
III but combine the aforementioned with those being offered in Level II.
A participant could then choose classes from an extensive and diverse
list to complete both Levels II and III. Of course a class could not be
repeated and counted for credit in both levels. A third option is to offer
courses for Level III that have a more consistent theme. This would be
accomplished by maintaining the five classes mentioned and developing
new classes that more closely relate to the topics covered in Levels I and
II. A final option is to consider recognizing classes offered by partnering
organizations. This would allow participants more flexibility for locations
and topics when taking classes. Examples included were training on the
legal implications and permitting process of storm water control and
planning for the long term maintenance of local roads.

SCHOLARS COMMITTEE
Nick Ashbach, Street Superintendent,
City of Republic

Larry Benz, Director of Public Works,
Cole County

Larry Bishop, Secretary/Treasurer,
MACTO

Patrick Bonnot, Loss Control &

Member Services Director, MIRMA

Greg Budd, Program Management

Team Leader, Missouri Division of FHWA

Cynthia Cox, Director of Civil

Engineering Technology, State Technical
College of Missouri

Tony Delong, County Council
Coordinator, UM Extension

Greg Edington, Director of Public
Works, Boone County

Mike Geisel, City Administrator, City of
Chesterfield

Stuart Haynes, Policy and Membership
Associate, Missouri Municipal League

Paul Kirchhoff, Executive Director,
MERC

Sean McGonigle, Risk Manager,
Missouri Association of Counties

Justin Stringer, Insurance Agent,
MOPERM

Bill Stone, LTAP Administrator, MoDOT
Wes Theissen, Education/Training,
Missouri Chapter APWA

The committee recommended surveying Level II graduates to determine
what is most beneficial and appealing to participants in the program.
Therefore, we plan to send a short survey to those who have completed
Level II. We are hopeful that the responses will help us determine
the interest in maintaining Level III. Further, if there is an interest in
continuing to offer a Level III, we hope to see a consistent theme
that participants find most beneficial. It is likely that changes will be
made to Level III, so please watch for further information in upcoming
newsletters or special bulletins. Of course we would love to hear from
you if you have thoughts on the Scholars Program. Please contact me at
pickerillh@mst.edu if you have suggestions for the direction and focus
Level III should take.
MISSOURI LTAP NEWSLETTER
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OPEN YOUR
WINTER
TOOLBOX
Wilfrid Nixon, Ph.D., P.E., PWLF
Vice President, Science and the Environment I Salt Institute I Alexandria, VA
Member, APWA Winter Maintenance Subcommittee

For the moment at any rate, snowplows require drivers.
And that means those drivers need to be trained. And
that is where it starts to get a little bit tricky because
training can mean all sorts of different things. Is it how
to use a plow-what we might typically call motor skills
training? Or is it knowing how much salt to apply to the
road-which we might call cognitive training, or imparting
knowledge? What sort of training does an employee
need, and how will we make sure that he or she gets the
training that they need?
We can think of winter maintenance training in terms
of three broad categories. First is acquiring knowledge
and skills that are generally needed for the task of winter
maintenance. Second is acquiring knowledge and skills
that are specific to a given agency. And third is acquiring
knowedge and skills that address specific problems
or issues being encountered by an agency. Of course,
there are many more ways of looking at training than
these three broad categories, but these provide us with
a place to begin our examination of the training tools in
our winter toolbox.
But before we dig further into these three areas, we
also have to look at one overarching question-how
do you know if your training worked? Let's put this in
pretty blunt terms. You have put all your plow operators
through a one-day training in the classroom. Even if
there is no direct charge for that, you have in essence
paid for one day of time for all your operators. Have you
got your money's worth? How would you know?
There are three traditional ways of measuring the
value of training. First, you conduct some sort of test
at the end of the training (or, perhaps, throughout the
training). Many people do not like this, since the testing
can create stress among employees, many of whom are
not particularly pleased to be in the classroom in the
first place. Nonetheless, for both knowledge and motor
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skills training, some form of testing can be helpful.
You will see the most value in your testing if you do
''before and after" testing. This sort of testing, where
you might test what employees know about your snow
plan before and after they receive training on the snow
plan (as an example) allows you to demonstrate a gain
in knowledge (or skills, as appropriate) as a result of the
testing. The challenge with this sort of testing is that
it does not determine how well the new knowledge or
skill is either retained by your employees, or used in
the field by your employees. By the time they need the
knowledge or skills you gave them in the training, they
may have forgotten all about it!
The second traditional way of measurement is most
applicable in the area of issues or problem-oriented
training. Let's suppose that last winter you had some
problems with wing plows, in that you felt you had
more than the usual number of accidents involving wing
plows on your trucks. You might then, over the summer,
provide your operators with special training on how
to use their wing plows appropriately and to greatest
effect, in the hope that this would result in fewer wing
plow-related accidents the following winter. Then, the
next winter, you would measure (again) how many wing
plow problem you had, and you would hope to see a
significant reduction as a direct result of the training that
you conducted. In essence what you are doing here is
using a key performance indicator (sometimes called
a KPI) which in this case might be wing plow accidents
occurring per mile of wing plow use over the winter
season to determine whether your training is effective.
The third way of measuring the effectiveness of your
training is simply to assume that it worked, and not
do anything specific to measure whether it did or not.
Unfortunately, this is the most common way of (not)
measuring the effectiveness of training!

ACQUIRING BROAD KNOWLEDGE AND SKILL
The first type of training for your winter maintenance
team is the broadest. It is providing them with
background knowledge and skills about how we deal
with winter storms These might include things like how
chemicals work and should be used in winter operations,
or how to properly handle the plow and the spreading
equipment on a truck. It is not going to be overly
specific about departmental policies or specific plow
routes but will cover things in more general terms.
One example of this would be the APWA Winter
Maintenance Supervisor Certificate Training program.
This has been taught every year for the past five years
at the North American Snow Conference, and has also
been taught at a number of APWA chapter meetings.
The Winter Maintenance Subcommittee winter toolbox
links page has details of offerings coming up this fall.
This one-day training provides a lot of information in
very little time, and so is a bit like trying to take a drink
from a fire hose. It includes a testing component but
there are two drawbacks to the one-day certificate
training. First, not everyone can get to it, even though it
is being offered more times this year than ever before;
and second, not everyone learns well in a classroomtype setting.
This issue of learning styles is very important. To
paraphrase the protagonist in The Life of Brian, we are
all individuals, and that means, among other things,
that while some of us learn very well in a classroomtype setting, others among us do not! Fortunately there
is at least one alternative general training option in
winter maintenance, and that is the series of computer-

based training (CBT) programs that were developed by
AASHTO some years ago (and have been expanded
upon and updated since then, with funding from the
Clear Roads pooled fund study and the Aurora pooled
fund study).

ACQUIRING AGENCY-SPECIFIC KNOWLEDGE
AND SKILLS
So there are definitely options when it comes to the
more gently sort of winter maintenance training (and
there are more options in addition to the two I have
mentioned here). What about when you are seeking
training on more agency-specific areas? These might
include a refresher training each fall on your agency's
winter maintenance policy document and snow plan,
for example. This sort of training is almost always done
in-house, and that can present a challenge. Put simply,
training like this involves public speaking, and not all of
us enjoy that or are any good at it at all. What can you
do if you have responsibility for the training, but hate
to do public speaking (and perhaps even fear that your
efforts at public speaking would cure insomniacs the
world over)?
All is not lost! You cannot dodge all of this training, and
at the very least you will need to develop the training
materials, so that you can highlight what the important
parts of the snow plan are, for example, and really stress
key aspects of your policy document. But YOU do not
need to be the one presenting all the material. Suppose
your agency is using brine-why not have the training on the
brine parts of your snow plan and policy document done by
the "brine champion" in your agency, rather than by you?
This serves at least three purposes. First, by having different
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folk give different parts of the training, you substantially
reduce the whole snooze factor of training. Second, the
champion of any given topic (be it brine, or whatever) or if
you prefer, the in-house expert, is likely to be enthusiastic
about their topic and keen to share all the good things
about it with their colleagues. Enthusiasm helps when it
comes to training! And third, you are giving that individual
a chance to develop their own skill set, by learning to
present training effectively and efficiently. Indeed, in some
agencies they use this approach so well that some of
their champions now go regularly to other agencies and
to present at regional and national APWA shows on their
area of expertise. That is real value added for your training
(and you got the value without having to do all the training
yourself-a double win!).

ACQUIRING PROBLEM-SPECIFIC KNOWLEDGE
AND SKILLS
This type of training is the most focused sort, and when
done correctly can help move an agency to a higher level
of proficiency and effectiveness. However, it is important
when considering doing this sort of training to ensure that
it is not punitive in any way. In the ideal, the goals of the
training should be expressed somewhere, impersonally.
So, instead of saying "I want you to have fewer accidents
with your wing plows this winter," it might be better to
say "we want to improve our safety levels on wing plow
usage." In this way, we can perhaps avoid the negative
mindset that typically accompanies a scolding!
This sort of training requires a strong focus on a metric.
To continue with our wing plow example, that might be
how many miles of wing plow use between wing plow
accidents. With that as a metric the goal is to increase
the miles (or if you prefer, to reduce the accidents!). We
express it in this way, normalized by the total usage of
wing plows (in this case, by the miles over which wing

plows were used) to allow us to compare one winter
with another.
We do need to be a bit careful with this approach,
because there can be reasons for an accident that
cannot be addressed by any training. Also, sometimes
circumstances can conspire, to increase the likelihood of
accidents. For example, a couple of winters ago in the
Midwest we had a run of winter weather that meant for
many agencies that plow operators worked more than
5O days in a row. In such circumstances, people are
going to get tired and when people get tired, mistakes
get made. The approach in such a situation would not
be to say "don't have accidents" but rather to remind
people that because they are tired they need to think
through things even more carefully and be even more
deliberate in their actions.
The content of training that is intended to address key
performance indicators (KPI) will of course be determined
by what KPI is being addressed. If it relates to the use
of a piece of equipment or technology, then it could be
appropriate to get input and materials from your vendors
or suppliers. It may be that the issue causing problems is
one that can be simply addressed (of course, it may not
be, also!) so it is worth checking this first!

HOW MUCH TRAINING IS ENOUGH?
A really contentious issue when it comes to training
is how much training you should do. Unsurprisingly,
trainers, especially those who make their living training,
believe that more is not just better, but a whole lot
better! They may be a little biased, but the question of
how much training remains pertinent.
I do not want to suggest a minimum percentage of your
annual budget should be set aside for training (although
some agencies do set aside a percentage of their budget
and find that approach to be helpful).
However, you might want to think in
terms of the value of the assets that
you are protecting through your winter
maintenance activities. As agencies have
started to evaluate the infrastructure of
a dollar replacement value, they have
been rather surprised by what they have
found. A friend who is the Director of
Public Works for a Midwestern city of
about 65,000 told me that the value
of their infrastructure was about $800
million. That is a lot of value that is being
protected by winter maintenance training
to ensure that the protection is as good
as it can be is almost certainly worthwhile!
Wilfrid Nixon can be reached at (703)
549-4648 or wilf@saltinstitute.org.
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FALL CONFERENCES 2016
11TH ANNUAL MACTO CONFERENCE

OCTOBER 18-19, 2016
BRANSON CONVENTION CENTER-BRANSON, MO
REGISTER AT: GOMACTO.COM

2016 MINK LOCAL ROADS MEETING
SEPTEMBER 28-29, 2016
STONEY CREEK INN-ST. JOSEPH, MO
REGISTER AT: MOLTAP.ORG

2016 MISSOURI CHAPTER FALL CONFERENCE
NOVEMBER 13-15, 3016
HOLIDAY INN EXECUTIVE CENTER-COLUMBIA, MO
REGISTER AT: MISSOURI.APWA.NET

MISSOURI'S 2016 TRAFFIC SAFETY &
BLUEPRINT CONFERENCE

OCTOBER 18-20, 2016
HOLIDAY INN EXECUTIVE CENTER-COLUMBIA, MO
REGISTER AT: MUCONF.MISSOURI.EDU/TRAFFIC

ARTBA NATIONAL WORK ZONE
MANAGEMENT CONFERENCE

SEPTEMBER 20-22 2016
HILTON SPRINGFIELD-SPRINGFIELD, VA
REGISTER AT: ARTBA.ORG

2016 MAC ANNUAL CONFERENCE
NOVEMBER 20-22, 2016
TAN-TAR-A RESORT-OSAGE BEACH, MO
REGISTER AT: MOCOUNTIES.COM

59TH ANNUAL MISSOURI S&T
ASPHALT CONFERENCE
NOVEMBER 29-30, 3016
MISSOURI S&T-ROLLA, MO

REGISTER AT: ASPHALT.MST.EDU
MISSOURI LTAP NEWSLETTER
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EMPLOYEE WORK ONE

significantly older or more experienced than you are
By Jeff Havens, owner of The Jeff Havens Company
Keynote Speaker, 2015 APWA Snow Conference

SO YOU’RE STUCK WORKING WITH A BUNCH OF
OLD PEOPLE. It was probably too much to hope for that

The second you let your
older colleagues know that
you value what they've
done, they'll be better
prepared to listen to you.

they would hire you and then immediately retire en masse,
but having that dream fail to materialize is nevertheless
disappointing. It’s not that you have a problem with old people,
far from it – you know plenty of delightful old people, and your
grandparents have been buying your love for years with that
check they send every birthday. It’s that your new colleagues
act old, playing it so safe that you wouldn’t be surprised to
see training wheels on their weird recumbent bicycles. They
wouldn’t know a brilliant new idea if it smacked them in the
face. You’re certain of that; you’ve been trying to smack them
since day one and they haven’t even blinked.
Unfortunately, you’re going to be stuck with them for a while. Too
many of them have failed to save properly for retirement, and
anyway they’re so married to their jobs that they don’t know what
they’d do with themselves if they had too much free time. And
with all the recent advances in medicine, they might be working
right next to you for forever.
You’re welcome to hate these people for the rest of your career.
You can complain to your friends about their stodgy ways and
shake your head at their stubborn refusal to acknowledge your
genius. If you wish to work forever in a self-imposed exile, that’s
your right.
But if you want to earn the respect you’re undoubtedly
demanding, here is a step-by-step process to help you bridge
the gap between you and anyone significantly older or moreexperienced than you are:

STEP 1: EXPECT SOME CONDESCENSION FROM THEM
Nine times out of ten, it won’t be intentional. Yes, you’ll run
across the occasional know-it-all braggart, but you can find those
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people everywhere from 8 to 88. For the vast majority of
your older colleagues, however, any skepticism or disdain
you think they’re throwing at you will be the accidental
byproduct of their experience. They like the way they
do things because they’ve found success with those
strategies, and they’re not immediately going to see any
need to do anything differently. Neither would you in their
position. If you interpret their attitude as an attack on you
and your ideas, you’ll be setting yourself up for a fight. If
instead you realize that they don’t mean to make you feel
inferior or unappreciated, you’ll be prepared to establish a
strong relationship.

STEP 2: LET THEM DO MOST OF THE TALKING
At least at first. Your turn will come. But unless you’ve
been hired because of your particular expertise, then you
have to accept your role as the student. If you allow them
to, most of your older colleagues will be happy to talk
about what they do and why they do it that way, partially
to initiate you into your company’s culture and partially
because all of us like talking about things we understand
very well. Establishing yourself as a willing listener is a
critical element of any successful relationship, and there
will be plenty of time for the inevitable questions and
ideas you’ll be stockpiling while you learn how things
currently function.

STEP 3: PRAISE ANYTHING YOU HEAR THAT
SOUNDS INTELLIGENT
If you’ve ever tried teaching a child to play the piano, then
you’ll know how frustrating it is to go through a painstaking
explanation of chords and scales and melodies only to
watch the child ignore everything you’ve said and play
whack-a-mole with the keys. In exactly the same way, your
older colleagues will be equally frustrated if you listen to
their explanations about how and why they do things only
to start in with your own new and better approach. If you
can’t find something reasonable, intelligent, shrewd, or
eye-opening in the way your company currently operates,
then you either haven’t been paying attention or you’ve
been hired into the wrong company. The second you let
your older colleagues know that you value what they’ve
done, they’ll be better prepared to listen to you. Just don’t
take this one too far, or you might come off like a brainless
brown-noser.

STEP 4: ASK A LOT OF QUESTIONS
If you understand the way your business works and have
some ideas about how to improve it, there are basically
two ways to go about it. Starting out with “I have an idea,”
implies that you’ve come up with a foolproof solution
to the wealth of inefficiencies your older colleagues are
MISSOURI LTAP NEWSLETTER
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“Listen to what they are
saying and doing”
“Listen first, then
speak after”
“Respect their
opinions and
whether you
agree or not...”

“Be willing to
work together on
new projects”

“Identify common
ideas that are
useful to the
workplace”

“Be open to
constructive
feedback”

too blind to see, and it will probably make them slightly
defensive. Instead, try something like, “Why are we still
advertising on mainstream radio?” or “Has anyone ever
conducted a focus group with Latin American families?”
This way you can introduce your ideas under the guise of
trying to more fully understand how things work. It feels
slower, but it will work better – and more quickly – than
trying to start at the finish line.

STEP 5: EXPECT SOME FRUSTRATION
Eventually, if you ask enough questions, you’ll get some
push back. If your older colleagues are comfortable with
the way they do things, they won’t enjoy the implication
that there’s something wrong with it. And neither would
you, so don’t expect them to be happy with all of your
suggestions. The process of consciously incorporating new
ideas into our existing framework is always a bumpy one,
and this will be no different. If you get mad at them for not
immediately embracing the wisdom of whatever it is you’re
saying, you’ll accomplish nothing.

STEP 6: FOCUS ON IMPROVING THE BUSINESS

colleagues’ ideas, but you’ve also asked enough questions
that it’s clear you have some ideas of your own. If your
51-year old team lead is dead set on ignoring everything
you have to say, take your ego out of it. It’s not that it’s
your idea; it’s that the idea could save money, eliminate
redundancy, or reduce stress. If you’ve asked questions
your older colleagues didn’t know how to answer, point
out that their inability to do so is basically the same as
admitting that there is a problem (or an opportunity). And
if they still don’t listen, find a different older colleague
and repeat the entire process until you get one of them
on board. Everything is easier with allies. Is it fun when a
61-year-old chooses only to listen to other 61-year-olds?
No, but don’t worry. Everyone will know where the idea
came from. Your ego will have its day.
Talking with someone significantly older or moreexperienced doesn’t have to be difficult. It just becomes
difficult sometimes because we want things to happen
faster than they are likely to. Trust me, I also wish you could
start the New York Marathon at mile 25. But I’ve tried, and
the police there are just not accommodating.

Now you can act. You’ve positioned yourself as attentive,
thoughtful, and appreciative of many of your older

YOUR TRUSTED “SAFETY SIDEKICK” TO MAKE RURAL ROAD TRAVEL SAFER!
The National Center for Rural Road Safety opened in December 2014. Funded by the
Federal Highway Administration, this Center of Excellence is focused on enhancing safety
on rural roads by supporting local, state and tribal road owners and their stakeholders.
Resources include education, training, tools, and technical assistance.
To learn more about the National Center for Rural Road Safety,
visit their website ruralsafetycenter.org
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Please visit our website for
other training courses:
www.moltap.org

MO LTAP SCHOLARS PROGRAM
A Training & Recognition Program

FHWA Essentials for Local Public
Agencies

Level I

Federal-aid Essentials for Local
Public Agencies is a transportation
resource designed to help local agency
professionals navigate the Federal-aid
Highway Program. Federal-aid Essentials
is structured for busy agency staff who
want further understanding of Federalaid policies, procedures, and practices.

$40/person
8:00 AM - 12:00 PM

Level II
$50/person
10:00 AM - 3:00 PM
Lunch is included

Supervisory Tract
(Level III)
$75/person
10:00 AM - 3:00 PM
Lunch is included
For non-government or
for-profit organizations, call
1.866.MOROADS for rates

Attendance Policy
The Missouri LTAP staff would like to
remind all agencies registering for
classes that it is important to signup before the registration deadline
to allow us time to plan for course
materials, refreshments, etc. It is
equally important that you let us
know at least 48 hours before the
class if some of your employees will
not be attending. Please note that
you will be charged for any no-shows;
therefore, it is very important that
you let us know at least 48 hours
before. This policy was approved by
our Missouri LTAP Advisory Board
and ensures that we have an accurate
count for class attendance. Thank you
and we look forward to meeting your
training needs.

Need training but don’t have
the budget to pay for travel
expenses?
We can train your employees on
location for a minimum of
20 people. You can invite other
interested agencies in your area
if necessary to meet the minimum.
Call and discuss your training needs
with our staff.

CALL US TO FIND OUT MORE!

LTAP TRAINING RESOURCES

About The Program
The primary purpose of the MO-LTAP
Scholars Program is to recognize
skilled transportation and public works
personnel in local agencies throughout
Missouri. The program is intended to
enhance the skills of all those involved
in the maintenance, delivery, and
management of local transportation
and infrastructure. Training is aimed
at increasing each participant’s
technical, maintenance, administrative,
and supervisory skills depending on
the program level. Electives can be
selected to meet the individual’s area of
responsibility. Special emphasis will be
given to safety in the workplace as well
as in the field and in the development
of a local transportation system. The
program will allow participants to attain
three levels of achievements: Level
I, Level II, and Level III (Leadership
& Workforce Development).
Participants will be required to meet
the requirements for Level I before
completing Level II; however, Level III is
a stand-alone tract.

www.fhwa.dot.gov/federalaidessentials/indexofvideos.cfm
Missouri Local Public Agency Program
The Federal Highway Administration
(FHWA) and MoDOT offers a free 4
hour training class designed to meet the
recently implemented requirements for a
Full Time Sponsor Employee to serve the
role as the Person In Responsible Charge
in order to receive Federal-aid funding
for Locally Administered Projects. Local
public agencies and consultants will be
required to have taken this basic training
course.
design.modot.mo.gov/lpatraining/
APWA – Professional Development
APWA offers online, face-to-face, and
on-demand programs, with educational
content that fits within your time and
travel constraints. The Donald C.
Stone Center provides professional
development opportunities for the next
generation of public works leadership.
www.apwa.net/learn

Getting Started

NHI – Training Resources

To register, available on the Missouri
LTAP website (www.moltap.org). There
is no registration fee for the program,
but there is a fee for each class, which
varies for each level. Classes are offered
on an ongoing basis at various locations
throughout the state. Contact Missouri
LTAP for classes in your area or see the
training calendar online.

National Highway Institute, NHI, is
the training and education arm of the
Federal Highway Administration (FHWA)
with its rich history of innovation and
expertise in delivering transportation
training.
www.nhi.fhwa.dot.gov/home.aspx

Recognition
Certificates will be awarded by the
Missouri LTAP Director to those
individuals who successfully complete
the requirements of the program during
awards ceremonies held at various
conferences throughout the state and/
or at ceremonies held at the graduate’s
place of employment.
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REALTY FOR SALE
The Missouri Department of Transportation
is responsible for managing realty assets
owned by the Missouri Highways and
Transportation Commission. Realty assets
are periodically reviewed to determine if
they are essential to current operations,
or are expected to be in the near future.
When realty assets are no longer essential
to operations, they may be made available
for sale to the public.
VISIT:
www6.modot.mo.gov/
PropertyForSale

MISSOURI STATE SAVINGS SURPLUS

MISSOURI STATE AGENCY FOR
SURPLUS PROPERTY
Check out the thousands of items
in stock at MOSASP!
2846 Highway 179 I Jefferson City, MO 65109
888.295.7796 (Toll free I 573.751.3415)
For information about the program,
visit: oa.mo.gov/purch/surplus.html
Eligibility requirements can be found under
“Read about the Program”

MODOT SAVINGS SURPLUS
MAKE YOUR DOLLARS GO
FURTHER WITH MODOT
SURPLUS PURCHASING!
Prices, mileage, condition, and
purchasing instructions can be
viewed online:
modot.mo.gov/business/surplus
NO EQUIPMENT FOR SALE
AT THIS TIME
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